Despite all the controversy and with the increasing demand from the Indonesian DGHE that faculty members of Medical Schools all over Indonesia publish their research results, we will need more qualified, peer-reviewed medical journals. MJI being one among the better peer-reviewed national medical scientific journal of Indonesia, will be a target journal at least for Indonesian growing world of researcher writers and medical writers in the future. Thus, we will receive more manuscripts nation-wide to choose from!

Meanwhile we will also keep on conducting workshops for scientific article writing and publishing, thus helping to increase the quality of international scientific medical writing in our country. Our recent visit to NUHS Singapore bore a new hope of sending some of our editors to their yearly workshops of medical writing and publishing. We also hope to invite their regular attending international speakers, to visit and become part of our speakers while they are in our vicinity.

With our new team of fresh young and enthusiastic editors with a stronger secretariat, and backup of older, seasoned, more experienced editors, we have high hopes that Medical Journal of Indonesia will become a much stronger, more qualified and be more internationally recognized in the future of medical research writers world!
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